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I)Listening comprehension (8marks)
1- Listen to the passage and circle the correct answer (1mark)
The text is about

a-friends
b-the importance of friends’ advice.
c-friends’life

2-Listen to the text and write true or false and justify your answer
(3marks)
statement
a-it is always easy to take decisian on private
matters.
b- Only friends are able to give suitable
advice.
c-the speaker always receives good advice.

true

false

justification

3-What was the most interesting piece of advice the speaker recived (1mark)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
4- did the speaker care about his Father ‘s advice ?if yes how ?(1mark)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5 – Spelling
Complete the letters of the unfinished words .each dot stands for one letter(1mark)
The speaker received S. . . . advice from his fi. . . . . . . advisors.
6- pronunciation
Listen and write Similar or different (1mark)
words
Sometime -----advice
Great -------really

similar

different
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Language (1 2mqrks)
1-Fill in the blanks with words from the box be careful there are 2 extra
words(4marks)
Fun / exercice / popular / nice / swimming costme / enjoyable/ cheap / spend
practise / right
Swimming is Great
Do you know the saying like a duck to water That’ s me. Swimming is definitely my
favourite sport I love splashing around in the water and i believe I m not the only one .
Swimming is a very (1)…………………… sport for various reasons To start with swimming is
good (2),…………………….. because it keeps you fit and healthy It is good (3)…………………………..
too as you can play lots of games in the water with your friends Another good thing
about swimming is that it is (4)………………….. All you need is water and a
(5)…………………………………..
On the other hand learning to swim can be hard work because you must
(6)……………………….. a lot You need to (7)…………………………………. lots of hours in the water
before you can learn to swim well. Also swimming can sometimes be tiring. For example
professinal swimmers need to push themseves to do their best However it is definitely
worth it in the end.
All in all although swimming can be hard work I think it is a great way of exercising for
everyone It’s an (8),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,sport for all the family from children to
grand parents.
2 Put the words between parentheses in the right form or tense (4mqrks)
POOKIE’S NEW HOME
Pookie was just a baby ,He was six weeks old and he weighed three pounds ,Even though
he (be)……………………… a baby it was time for him to leave his mother and
(go)……………………………………. to a new home ,A nice lady (drive)…………………………….. up in a blue
truck ,She picked up pookie and (hold)………………………him close ,His little heart beat so
fast ! She kissed him and he licked her face ,The nice lady said she would take pookie
home with her ,Pookie had a new mom! He got in the truck Pookie had never ridden in a
car or a truck before and it scared him ,
The nice lady kept talking and patting Pookie,He finally relaxed and streched out to rest
,
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Soon the truck stopped , Pookie looked around when the truck door opened ,The nice
lady said I am going to call you Pookie ,Pookie these are your new brothers Buck and
Buster ,
Pookie looked at his new brothers , They looked nice and he was eager (play)……………..
with them ,He (spend)………………… the whole day chasing his new brothers .
They all ran and they all barked ,Then it was time (eat )………………………………..
Pookie and his new family went in the house and had a nice meal , pookie decided he liked
his new home ,Soon he fell fast asleep,
3 Complete the dialogue in A with the utterances in B ,be careful there is one extra
utterance in B (2marks)
A
The dialogue
Where shall we go?
MR TURNER ;What shall we do tomorrow?
darling
MRS TURNER.(1),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
MR TURNER,Good idea !And then we can
visit a castle or a museum ,What about Leeds
Castle
Or may be,,,,,
VANESSA I won’ t come with you ,I have a
maths test on Monday
DAVE(2),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
MR TURNER Why not We can leave early
pick up Granny and Grandad on the way,and
drive on to Ramsgate or to Margate ,The
beaches are nice there ,
MRS TURNER (3),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
MR TURNER No,you needn’ t,I’ ll take you
all to the restaurant
DAVE (4),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
MR TUNER ,I don’ t know ,We may if it’ s
warm enough,
1+,………………2+………..3+…………..4+……………………

B
The utterqnces
a_super shall we go swimming dad

b-Idon t want to visit a castle ,Dad
let’s go to the beach instead

c-Why don’ t we go to the canterbury
We ll surprise Granny and Grandad

d-it’ s a wonderful place

e- shall I prepare a picnic
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4)Circle n the correct alternative (2marks)
Dear Rachel
I m having a wonderful time here! We are (on / at / in )a lovely Island in the
Cyclades called Santorini , The hotel we are staying in is nice and quiet,Right now I am
sitting outside a fantastic café(by/ on/ at)the sea ,Paul is looking (in / for / under)
some shells to take home ,
Dad is visiting some interesting places ,The food is delicious here ,the local people are
(friendly/ unkind / rude )too I like them very much

Love Liz
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